
The fitness photoshoot: 
Silver $450 & gold $650

An on location photoshoot personalised to 
your style, showcasing your physique. 

Silver Package
$450, 1 hour, 15 images

Gold Package
$650, 1-2 hours, 25 images

Package inclusions:
- Unlimited outfit changes in the time allocated

-1-2 locations depending on time allocated
- Final high resolution images will be supplied 

via an online downloadable gallery
-25km travel from BNE CBD included

The VIP experience: $550
Competition day candid photography & a 30 

minute fitness photoshoot, 5 images. Great for 
a team of competitors or someone wanting to 
capture the emotions of their competition day. 

This is the VIP treatment, showcasing your 
hard work and the memories of the day. It 

typically includes some hair/make-up, team 
photos, behind the scenes at comp, pump up, 
side stage photos and a 30 min personalised 

fitness photoshoot  on location. 

Package inclusions:
- All competition day images supplied in high 
resolution on a downloadable online gallery, 

limited to 4 hours of photography
- 5 high resolution edited images from your 

personal photoshoot 

The Bodybuilding Journey: $440
This package captures your competition day 

journey in a unique candid photography style. 
We document true emotion, expressions, 

friendships and the finer details.

Package inclusions:
- All competition day images supplied in high 
resolution on a downloadable online gallery, 

limited to 5 hours of photography

coach/team promo
COMPETITION COACHES PROMO

 Get 3+ competitors booked for The VIP 
Experience or The Bodybuilding Journey and 
receive a FREE promotional team video of the 

competition day.

let us capturing your health & fitness journey

Experience the VIP treatment with Life Portraits!  
We are offering personalised photography packages to document your fitness journey. We capture the true 

essence of your fitness experience with personalised fitness photoshoots and behind the scenes  competition 
day candid photography, showcasing your hand crafted physique. These are memories for a lifetime that you 

will cherish forever. See below for our package options. 

Contact us now to book in! For more information email us on  
info@lifeportraits.photography, call 0423 082 039 or message us on our Facebook Page  

www.facebook.com/lifeportraits1. Follow us on our instagram for new work @lifeportraits_fitness
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NOTE: Packages require 50% deposit on booking, reaminder 50% paid the week of the shoot. Include 25km travel from BNE CBD, travel thereafter 0.60c per km.
Artwork is available for purchase on top of these packages, including wall art, coffee table art and photobooks. A 30% discount is given for artwork. 


